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Abstract: In this study, the authors consider time-varying block (TVB) codes, which generalise a number of previous synchronisation error-
correcting codes. They also consider various practical issues related to maximum a posteriori (MAP) decoding of these codes. Specifically,
they give an expression for the expected distribution of drift between transmitter and receiver because of synchronisation errors. They deter-
mine an appropriate choice for state space limits based on the drift probability distribution. In turn, they obtain an expression for the decoder
complexity under given channel conditions in terms of the state space limits used. For a given state space, they also give a number of optimisa-
tions that reduce the algorithm complexity with no further loss of decoder performance. They also show how the MAP decoder can be used in
the absence of known frame boundaries, and demonstrate that an appropriate choice of decoder parameters allows the decoder to approach the
performance when frame boundaries are known, at the expense of some increase in complexity. Finally, they express some existing construc-
tions as TVB codes, comparing performance with published results and showing that improved performance is possible by taking advantage of
the flexibility of TVB codes.
1 Introduction

Most error-control systems are designed to detect and/or correct
substitution errors, where individual symbols of the received se-
quence have been substituted while maintaining synchronisation
with the transmitted sequence. Some channels, however, also ex-
perience ‘synchronisation errors’, where symbols may additionally
be deleted from or inserted into the received sequence. It has long
been recognised that codes can be designed specifically for syn-
chronisation error correction [1, 2]. Except for the less-known
work by Gallager [3], for a long time only some short block
codes were known. This changed when Davey and MacKay [4]
proposed a concatenated scheme combining an outer low-density
parity-check (LDPC) code with good error-correction capability
with an inner code whose aim is to correct synchronisation errors.
Ratzer [5] took a different approach, using short marker sequences
inserted in binary LDPC codewords; a similar approach was used
by Wang et al. [6]. Yet another approach extends the state space of
convolutional codes to allow correction of synchronisation errors
[7–9]. The problem of convolutional code design for synchronisation
error channels has been considered in [10]. More recently, this ap-
proach has been applied successfully to turbo codes [11]. The
renewed increase in interest is mainly because of new applications re-
quiring such codes. A recent survey can be found in [12].
We have in previous papers extended the work of Davey–

MacKay, proposing a ‘maximum a posteriori’ (MAP) decoder
[13], improved code designs [14, 15] as well as a parallel imple-
mentation of the MAP decoder resulting in speedups of up to two
orders of magnitude [16]. However, these papers were restricted
to the case where the frame boundaries were known by the
decoder. Although Davey and MacKay showed that the frame
boundaries could be accurately determined for their bit-level
decoder and code construction [4], it has not been shown whether
this property extends to our MAP decoder and improved
constructions.
In this paper, we define time-varying block (TVB) codes in terms

of the encoding used in [16], and show that TVB codes represent a
new class of codes which generalises a number of previous syn-
chronisation error-correcting codes. We use the MAP decoder of
[16] for these codes, showing how it can be used in an iterative
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scheme with an outer code. We also consider a number of important
issues related to any practical implementation of the MAP decoder.
Specifically, we give an expression for the expected distribution of
drift between transmitter and receiver because of synchronisation
errors. We determine an appropriate choice for state space limits
based on the drift probability distribution. In turn, we obtain an ex-
pression for the decoder complexity under given channel conditions
in terms of the state space limits used. For a given state space, we
also give a number of optimisations that reduce the algorithm com-
plexity with no further loss of decoder performance. We also show
how the MAP decoder can be used for ‘stream decoding’, where the
boundaries of the received frames are not known a priori. In doing
so, we demonstrate how an appropriate choice of decoder para-
meters allows stream decoding to approach the performance when
frame boundaries are known, at the expense of some increase in
complexity. We express some previously published codes as TVB
codes, comparing performance with published results and
showing that the greater flexibility of TVB codes permits the cre-
ation of improved codes.

In the following, we start with definitions in Section 2 and sum-
maries of results from earlier work. The applicable design criteria
for TVB codes are considered in Section 3, together with the repre-
sentation of previously published codes as TVB codes. The appro-
priate choice for state space limits is given in Section 4, followed by
expressions for the decoder complexity in Section 5. MAP decoder
optimisations are given in Section 6 and the changes necessary for
stream decoding in Section 7. Finally, practical results are given in
Section 8.
2 Background

2.1 TVB codes

Consider the encoding defined in [16], used there to simplify the
representation of the inner code of [4]. We observe that this encod-
ing generalises a number of additional previous schemes, including
the inner codes of [5, 6, 15] (see Section 3.2). We define a TVB
code in terms of this encoding by the sequence
C = (C0, . . . , CN−1), which consists of the constituent encodings
Ci:Fq a Fn2 for i = 0, …, N− 1, where n, q, N [ N, 2n≥ q and
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a denotes an injective mapping. Two constituent encodings Ci, Cj

are said to be ‘equal’ if Ci(D)∈Cj ∀D. For a given TVB code, the
set of ‘unique’ constituent encodings is that set where no two con-
stituent encodings are equal; the cardinality of this set, denoted by
M≤N, is called the order of the code. Note that unique constituent
encodings may still have some common codewords. We denoted a
TVB code by the tuple (n, q, M ). We restrict ourselves to binary
TVB codes, where codewords are sequences of bits; the extension
to the non-binary case is trivial.

For any sequence z, denote arbitrary subsequences as
zba = (za, . . . , zb−1), where zaa = () is an empty sequence. Given
a message DN

0 = (D0, . . . , DN−1), each Ci maps the q-ary
message symbol Di [ Fq to codeword Ci(Di) of length n. That is,

DN
0 is encoded as XnN

0 = C0(D0) · · ·‖ ‖CN−1(DN−1), where y‖z is
the juxtaposition of y and z. Each q-ary symbol is encoded inde-
pendently of previous inputs and different codebooks may be
used for each input symbol. This time-variation offers no advantage
on a fully synchronised channel. However, in the presence of syn-
chronisation errors, the differences between neighbouring code-
books provide useful information to the decoder to recover
synchronisation.

In practice, a TVB code is suitable as an inner code to correct
synchronisation errors in a serially concatenated construction. A
conventional outer code corrects residual substitution errors. In
such a scheme, the inner code’s MAP decoder ‘a posteriori’ prob-
abilities (APPs) are used to initialise the outer decoder. The conca-
tenated code can be iteratively decoded, in which case the prior
symbol probabilities of the inner decoder are set using extrinsic in-
formation from the previous pass of the outer decoder.

2.2 Channel model

We consider the binary substitution, insertion and deletion (BSID)
channel, an abstract random channel with unbounded synchronisa-
tion and substitution errors, originally presented in [17] and more
recently used in [4, 5, 13–15] and others. At ‘time’ t, one bit
enters the channel, and one of three events may happen: insertion
with probability Pi where a random bit is output; deletion with prob-
ability Pd where the input is discarded; or transmission with prob-
ability Pt = 1− Pi− Pd. A substitution occurs in a transmitted bit
with probability Ps. After an insertion, the channel remains at
time t and is subject to the same events again; otherwise it proceeds
to time t + 1, ready for another input bit.

We define the ‘drift’ St at time t as the difference between the
number of received bits and the number of transmitted bits before
the events of time t are considered. As in [4], the channel can be
seen as a Markov process with the state being the drift St. It is
helpful to see the sequence of states as a trellis diagram, observing
that there may be more than one way to achieve each state transi-
tion. In addition, note that the state space is unlimited for positive
drifts, but limited for negative drifts. Specifically, St may take any
positive value for t > 0, although with decreasing probability as
the value increases. On the other hand, St≥−t where the lower
limit corresponds to receiving the null sequence.

2.3 MAP decoder

We summarise here the MAP decoder of [16]; this is the same as the
MAP decoder of [13] with a trivial modification to work with the
notation of TVB codes. The decoder uses the standard forward–
backward algorithm for hidden Markov models. We assume a
message sequence DN

0 , encoded using a (n, q, M ) TVB code to
the sequence X t

0, where t = nN. The sequence X t
0 is transmitted

over the BSID channel, resulting in the received sequence Y r
0,

where, in general, ρ is not equal to t. To avoid ambiguity, we
refer to the message sequence as a ‘block’ of size N and
the encoded sequence as a ‘frame’ of size t. We calculate the
APP Li(D) of having encoded symbol D [ Fq in position i for
This is an open access article published by the IET under the Creative
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0≤ i < N, given the entire received sequence, using

Li(D) =
1

lN (r− t)

∑
m′ ,m

si(m
′, m, D) (1)

where li(m) = ai(m)bi(m) (2)

si(m
′,m,D) = ai(m

′)gi(m
′,m,D)bi+1(m) (3)

and αi(m), βi(m) and γi(m’, m, D) are the forward, backward and
state transition metrics, respectively. Note that strictly, the above
metrics depend on Y r

0, but for brevity we do not indicate this de-
pendence in the notation. The summation in (1) is taken over the
combination of m’, m, being, respectively, the drift before and
after the symbol at index i. The forward and backward metrics
are obtained recursively using

ai(m) =
∑
m′ ,D

ai−1(m
′)gi−1(m

′,m,D) (4)

and bi(m) =
∑
m′ ,D

bi+1(m
′)gi(m,m

′,D) (5)

Initial conditions for known frame boundaries are given by

a0(m) =
1, if m = 0

0, otherwise,

{

and

bN (m) =
1, if m = r− t

0, otherwise

{

Finally, the state transition metric is defined as

gi(m
′, m, D) = Pr {Di = D}R Y n(i+1)+m

ni+m′ |Ci(D)
( )

(6)

where Ci(D) is the n-bit sequence encoding D and R(ẏ|x) is the
probability of receiving a sequence ẏ given that x was sent
through the channel (we refer to this as the receiver metric). The
a priori probability Pr{Di =D} is determined by the source
statistics, which we generally assume to be equiprobable so that
Pr{Di =D} = 1/q. In iterative decoding, the prior probabilities are
set using extrinsic information from the previous pass of an outer
decoder, as explained in Section 2.1. The receiver metric is obtained
by calculating the forward recursion

ȧt(m) =
∑
m′

ȧt−1(m
′)Q ẏt+m

t−1+m′ |xt−1

( )
(7)

where for brevity we do not show the dependence on ẏ and x and
Q(y|x) can be directly computed from y, x and the channel parameters

Q(y|x) =

Pd, if m = 0

Pi

2

( )m−1

PtPs +
1

2
PiPd

( )
, if m . 0, ym−1 = x

Pi

2

( )m−1

Pt
�Ps +

1

2
PiPd

( )
, if m . 0, ym−1 = x

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

where μ is the length of y and �Ps = 1− Ps. The required value of the
receiver metric is given by R(ẏ|x) = ȧn(ṁ− n), where ṁ is the
length of ẏ and n is the length of x.

As in [16], the α, β and ȧmetrics are normalised as they are com-
puted to avoid exceeding the limits of floating-point representation.
We also assume that (7) is computed at single precision (i.e. 32-bit
floating point), whereas the remaining equations use double preci-
sion (i.e. 64-bit floating point).
Commons
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Table 1 A (7,8,4) TVB code C = (C0, . . . , C3) with dlmin
= 3

C0 C1 C2 C3

0000000 0000000 0000011 0000000
0000111 0000111 0001100 0001111
0011001 0011110 0011111 0101001
0110110 0110101 0101010 0110110
1001010 1001001 1011001 1000011
1100001 1100110 1100000 1001100
1111000 1111000 1100111 1110000
1111111 1111111 1111110 1111111
3 TVB code design

3.1 Construction criteria

In any error-correcting scheme, the decoder’s objective is to minim-
ise the probability of decoding error (at the bit or codeword level
depending on the application). If the channel does not introduce
synchronisation errors, this optimisation may be performed inde-
pendently of previous or subsequent codewords. Hence the per-
formance of the code depends exclusively on its distance
properties. In particular, the performance of the code at low
channel error rate is dominated by the code’s minimum Hamming
distance. At any channel error rate, the performance is determined
by the code’s distance spectrum [18, 19]. Thus when designing
codes for substitution error channels, either the minimum
Hamming distance or the more complete distance spectrum needs
to be optimised for the given code parameters.
In the case of the BSID channel and other channels that allow

synchronisation errors, a similar behaviour is observed if the code-
word boundaries are known, only this time the Levenshtein distance
[2] replaces the Hamming one. Recall that the Levenshtein distance
gives the minimum number of edits (insertions, deletions or substi-
tutions) that will change one codeword into another.
For the BSID channel, an upper bound for the probability of

decoding a codeword in error was given in [15], assuming code-
word boundaries are known. For Pi, Pd, Ps ≪ 1, the bound of
[15, (9)] is dominated by the number of correctable errors, t.
Now, for a code with minimum Levenshtein distance dlmin

, it

can be shown that t = (dlmin
− 1)/2

⌊ ⌋
[2]. Hence designing

TVB codes with constituent encodings having large dlmin
will

result in the greatest improvement to the code’s performance at
low channel error rates.
However, in general, the codeword boundaries are not known

and need to be estimated by the decoder. Therefore decoding a
given codeword on synchronisation error channels depends not
only on the current received word, but also on previous and subse-
quent ones. This means that the performance of a TVB code
depends not only on the distance properties of constituent encod-
ings considered separately, but also on the relationship between
constituent encodings. This effect becomes more significant under
poorer channel conditions, where the drift can easily exceed the
length of a codeword. Unfortunately, the required relationship
between constituent encodings for optimal performance over the
BSID channel is still an open problem. What is known is that
the diversity created by a sequence of different encodings helps
the decoder estimate the drift within a codeword length, improving
performance at higher channel error rates [15].
3.2 Representation of previous schemes as TVB codes

TVB codes generalise a number of existing synchronisation error-
correcting codes. The flexibility of the generalisation allows the cre-
ation of improved codes at the same size and rate, as we shall show.
Consider first the sparse inner codes with a distributed marker se-

quence (originally called a watermark sequence) of the Davey–
MacKay construction [4]. It is clear that the sparse code is a fixed
encoding C′:Fq a Fn2; these codewords are then added to a distrib-
uted marker sequence wi of length n, specific for each codeword
index i. Thus, we can write Ci(Di) =C′(Di) +wi to represent the
inner codes of [4] as TVB codes. The equivalence of this
mapping to the inner code of [4] has also been shown in [16].
The distributed marker serves the same function as the use of differ-
ent encodings in TVB codes. The decoder of [4] tracks the marker
sequence directly, treating the additive encoded message sequence
as substitution errors. Therefore, to corrupt the marker sequence as
little as possible, the inner code used is sparse. The sparseness
results in a low dlmin

, making it harder for the decoder to distinguish
J Eng 2014
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between the various codewords, and leads to relatively poor per-
formance at low channel error rates.

The codes of [15] can similarly be represented as TVB codes,
with C′ corresponding to the synchronisation and error-correcting
(SEC) code and wi corresponding to the allowed modification
vectors (AMVs). SEC codes are designed with a large dlmin

for
good performance at low channel error rates. For such channels,
this code can perform much better than the sparse code of [4].
AMVs are chosen such that when added to the SEC code the result-
ing code’s dlmin

does not change. Clearly, the AMVs serve the same
function as the use of different encodings in TVB codes. In contrast
to a random distributed marker sequence, the use of AMVs does not
compromise the performance of the underlying SEC code at low
channel error rates. In general, however, the Levenshtein distance
spectrum is altered. The separate constituent encodings in TVB
codes give greater design freedom than SEC codes with AMVs
and also allows the design of constituent encodings that maintain
the required optimised Levenshtein distance spectrum.

The marker codes given by Ratzer [5] can also be cast as TVB
codes by letting each possible sequence of data bits (between
markers) be represented by a q-ary symbol. For example, consider
a marker code with three marker bits inserted after every nine data
bits, where the 3-bit marker is randomly chosen between the
sequences 001 and 110. This can be represented as a (12, 512, 2)
TVB code, where encoding C0 consists of all possible 9-bit
sequences appended with 001 and C1 consists of all possible 9-bit
sequences appended with 110. Like the sparse codes of [4], these
marker codes suffer from a low dlmin

, leading to relatively poor per-
formance at low channel error rates. On the other hand, the fixed
marker bits improve the determination of codeword boundaries
and the random use of different marker bits creates the necessary di-
versity to improve performance in poorer channel conditions.

To illustrate the difference in performance between the various
designs, consider encodings of size (n, q) = (7, 8) with N = 666
(same size as codes C and H in [4]). A (7,8,4) TVB code where
each constituent code has the best possible Levenshtein distance
spectrum with dlmin

= 3, found through an exhaustive search, is
given in Table 1. In Fig. 1, we compare this TVB code with
earlier constructions from the literature at the same size. Consider
first the SEC code of the same size and dlmin

from [15], used with
eight AMVs in a random sequence. As expected, the TVB code per-
forms better because of its improved Levenshtein distance spec-
trum, even though both TVB and SEC codes have the same dlmin

.
The performance of the sparse code with random distributed
marker from [4] is considerably worse, particularly at low channel
error rates. Similarly a code with three data bits and four marker
bits (randomly chosen between 0011/1100), similar to [5], also per-
forms poorly at low channel error rates.
4 Appropriate limits on state space

The equations in Section 2.3 assume that summations can be taken
over the set of all possible states. For a channel such as the one con-
sidered, the state space is unbounded for positive drifts. A practical
access article published by the IET under the Creative Commons
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Fig. 1 Comparison of inner code designs of size (n, q) = (7, 8) with N =
666: a sparse code with random distributed marker from [4], a marker
code with 0011/1100 marker bits similar to [5], an SEC code with randomly
sequenced AMVs from [15] and the TVB code of Table 1
implementation will have to take sums over a finite subset of states.
In [4], the state space was limited to a drift |St|≤ xmax, where xmax

was chosen to be ‘several times larger’ than the standard deviation
of the synchronisation drift over one block length, assuming this
takes a Gaussian distribution. No recommendation was given for
the value that should be used.

Limiting the state space is by definition sub-optimal. However,
we can arbitrarily lower the number of cases where the sub-optimal
solution is worse than the optimal one, by ensuring that only the
least likely states are omitted. The choice of summation limits
also involves a trade-off with complexity, which has a polynomial
relationship with the size of the state space (see Section 5).
Therefore an appropriate choice of summation limits will result in
the smallest state space such that the probability of the drift being
outside that range is as low as required. The first step to identify
good summation limits is to derive an accurate probability distribu-
tion of the state space, avoiding the Gaussian approximation of [4].

4.1 Drift probability distribution

The drift ST after transmission of T bits was stated in [4] (and shown
in [20]) to be normally distributed with zero mean and a variance
equal to Tp/(1− p) for the special case where p: = Pi = Pd. This dis-
tribution is asymptotically valid as T→∞. For cases where Pi≠ Pd

or where T is not large enough, this distribution cannot be used.
This is particularly relevant for determining the summation limits
of (7) where the sequence length n is not large. An exact expression
for the probability distribution of ST is given by

FT (m) = Pr {ST = m}

= PT
t P

m
i

∑T
j=j0

T

j

( )
T + m+ j − 1

m+ j

( )
PiPd

Pt

[ ]j
(8)

where j0 = max(−m, 0). Observe that for a drift of m bits, we need m
insertion events more than we have deletion events. Over a se-
quence of T bits, for j deletion events, this means m + j insertion
events and T− j transmission events. The probability of this is

Pm+j
i Pj

dP
T−j
t = PT

t P
m
i PiPd/Pt

[ ]j
. We obtain (8) by adding all differ-

ent combinations of these events, and summing over j, noting that
we cannot have fewer than 0 events of any type. Specifically, the
number of combinations for j deletions in T transmitted bits is

given by
T
j

( )
. The number of combinations for m + j insertions
This is an open access article published by the IET under the Creative
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is given by
T + m+ j − 1

m+ j

( )
, as the m + j insertion events create

an additional m + j opportunities for insertion.

4.2 Avoiding numerical issues

In a practical implementation, computing the drift probability (8)
requires a few special considerations. Practical codes from the lit-
erature have codeword size n in the range 5–12 bits and number
of codewords N up to 1000, for a frame length nN of about
4000–6000 bits. These codes are designed to operate under
channel conditions Pi, Pd from 10−3 to above 10−1. Evaluating
(8) under these conditions, one encounters very large values for
the two binomial coefficients and very small values for the power
term. For example, consider evaluating (8) at m = 0 for T = 6000
and Pi = Pd = 10−3. The two binomial coefficients have a range of
up to 1.56 × 101804 (at j = 3000) and 8.34 × 103609 (at j = 6000).
The power term has a range of down to 1.65 × 10−35 995 (at j =
6000). This range is far beyond that representable even in double-
precision floating point. A direct implementation of (8) will there-
fore result in numerical overflow and underflow (in computing
the binomial coefficients and power term, respectively) for typical
frame sizes and channel conditions, even though the summation
term itself is representable.

The above numerical range problem can be avoided by combin-
ing the computation of all terms in the summation as follows.
Observe that (8) can be rewritten as

FT (m) =
∑T
j=j0

dj (9)

where dj = PT
t P

m
i

T
j

( )
T + m+ j − 1

m+ j

( )
PiPd

Pt

[ ]j
(10)

and j0 = max(−m, 0) as before. In this expression note that the sum-
mation is empty if j0 > T, resulting in zero probability. In addition,
since j≥ 0, the first binomial coefficient is always non-zero,
whereas the second binomial coefficient is non-zero if T > 0.
Expanding the binomial coefficients using the factorial formula,
we can express the summation term recursively as

dj = d j−1
PiPd

Pt

T + m+ j − 1

m+ j

T − j + 1

j
(11)

allowing successive factors to be determined easily from previous
ones. The initial factor required is the one at j0 and can be deter-
mined from (10) by expanding the binomial coefficients using the
multiplicative formula

d j0
= PT

t P
m
i

∏j0
i=1

T − j0 − i

i

∏m+j0

i=1

T − 1− i

i

PiPd

Pt

[ ] j0

(12)

Consider the earlier example, now evaluating (9) at m = 0 for T =
6000 and Pi = Pd = 10−3. In this case, the initial value
d j0

= 6.07× 10−6 and the multiplier δj/δj−1 in the recursive expres-
sion (11) has its smallest value of 3.34 × 10−10 at j = 6000. Both
values are easily representable as floating point numbers.

Using (9), numerical range issues remain when computing d j0
for

larger values of Pi, Pd and consequently also for storing successive
values of δj. For example, consider evaluating (9) at m = 0 for T =
6000 and Pi = Pd = 10−1. In this case d j0

= 3.47× 10−582 and one
needs to accumulate a number of δj values in this range to obtain the
required result Φ6000(0) = 0.0109. Again, the intermediate values
are beyond the range of double-precision floating point numbers, al-
though the final result is representable. These numerical range
issues can be avoided by computing (11) and (12) using logarithms.
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For the earlier example with m = 0, T = 6000 and Pi = Pd = 10−1, we
now obtain log d j0

= −1.34× 103 and the smallest value of log δj
is −1.93 × 104 at j = 6000.
Finally, the required drift probability is obtained by accumulating

the exponential of the log δj values using (9). However, the individ-
ual values of δj are still beyond the range of double-precision float-
ing point. In practice, we have found that the use of
extended-precision (80 bit) floating point provides sufficient
range. Alternatively, the accumulation in (9) may be computed in
logarithmic domain using the property log(A + B) = log A + log(1 +
elog B− log A).
Note that expression (8) is valid for any Pi≥ 0, Pd≥ 0 and Pi + Pd

< 1. However, the computation using logarithms cannot be applied
directly when either or both of Pi and Pd are zero. These degenerate
cases have to be handled as special cases, by first reducing (8) and
then implementing the simplified equations using logarithms.

4.3 Probability of drift outside range

We want to choose lower and upper limits m−
T , m

+
T such that the

drift after transmitting a sequence of T bits is outside the range
{m−

T · · ·m+
T } with an arbitrarily low probability Pr

Pr ST , m−
T

{ }+ Pr ST . m+
T

{ }
, Pr (13)

or equivalently: 1−
∑m+

T

m=m−
T

FT (m) , Pr (14)

An appropriate choice of limits can be obtained iteratively as
follows. Observe that for the BSID channel ΦT(m) is monotonically
decreasing with increasing |m|. A first estimate for the limits is given
by

m−(1)
T = max m FT (m− 1) ,

Pr

2

∣∣∣∣ (15)

and m+(1)
T = min m FT (m+ 1) ,

Pr

2

∣∣∣∣ (16)

where the number in superscript parentheses indicates the iteration
count. If these estimates satisfy (14), we use them as our lower and
upper limits. Otherwise these estimates are updated iteratively as
follows

m−(i+1)
T = m−(i)

T − 1, if FT (m
+(i)
T + 1) ≤ FT (m

−(i)
T − 1)

m−(i)
T , otherwise

{

(17)

m+(i+1)
T = m+(i)

T + 1, if FT (m
+(i)
T + 1) . FT (m

−(i)
T − 1)

m+(i)
T , otherwise

{

(18)

That is, we extend the range by one in the direction of greatest gain.
The iterative process is repeated until (14) is satisfied. The size of
the state space is given by MT = m+

T − m−
T + 1.

4.4 Choice of summation limits

When considering the whole frame, T = t, so that the overall size of
the state space is given by Mt. Now the final output of the MAP
decoder is calculated using (1), which sums over all Mt prior
states m−

t ≤ m′ ≤ m+
t . For each prior state, however, only the

drifts introduced by the transmission of n bits need to be considered,
corresponding to a subset Mn of states m−

n ≤ m ≤ m+
n . Similarly,

the computation of (4) and (5) is required for all Mt states
m−

t ≤ m ≤ m+
t , each involving a summation over Mn prior or pos-

terior states m−
n ≤ m′ ≤ m+

n . Finally, the state transition metric is
obtained using the forward pass of (7); this is computed over a
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sequence of n bits for each of Mn states m
−
n ≤ m ≤ m+

n . Each recur-
sion consists of a summation over prior states m′; in this case, only
the drifts introduced by the transmission of one bit need to be con-
sidered, corresponding to a subsetM1 of prior statesm

−
1 ≤ m′ ≤ m+

1 .
Now consider that we want to limit the probability of any of these

summations not covering an actual channel event over a whole
frame to, say, no more than Pe. When computing the limits over
the whole frame, m+

t , we simply need to set Pr = Pe. However,
when computing limits over an n-bit sequence, m+

n , since this sum-
mation is repeated for each of N such sequences, we set
Pr = 1− ��������

1− Pe
N
√ ≃ Pe/N for small Pe. Similarly, for limits

over a 1-bit sequence, m+
1 , we use Pr = 1− ��������

1− Pe
t
√ ≃ Pe/t for

small Pe.
Except in the case of stream decoding (see Section 7), the state

space limits only need to be determined once and remain valid as
long as the channel conditions do not change. In any case, the
required values of ΦT(m) depend only on the code parameters
and channel conditions, so that a table may be pre-computed.
This makes the average complexity of determining the state space
limits negligible.

4.5 Example

Overestimating the required state space increases computational
complexity, whereas underestimating the state space often results
in poor decoding performance. Accurate limits are particularly im-
portant for restricting the drifts considered across each codeword. It
is therefore useful to illustrate the discrepancy between the approxi-
mate distribution of [4] and the exact expression for the distribution
of the drift. Consider a system with typical block and codeword
sizes N = 500 and n = 10. We plot in Fig. 2a the number of states
within summation limits using the approximate and exact expres-
sions, in each case for Pe = 10−10. For T = 1, [4, Section VII.A]
assumes a maximum of two successive insertions; this is equivalent
to setting m+

1 = 2, so that M1 = 4. It is immediately apparent that
while the approximation is very close for large T and high Pi =
Pd, it quickly starts to underestimate the required range at lower
channel error rates. As expected, the discrepancy is particularly
large when considering shorter sequences. For T = 1, it is not sur-
prising that there is a large discrepancy for channels with high
error rate.

Next, we determine the probability of encountering a channel
event outside the chosen limits over a single frame, shown in
Fig. 2b for the same limits used in Fig. 2a. For the exact distribu-
tion, this probability is always below the chosen threshold Pe =
10−10, as expected. For the approximation, however, the probability
of exceeding the chosen limits is higher than the threshold through-
out the range considered. At lower channel error rates, the discrep-
ancy is significant (several orders of magnitude) even for large T.
For small T, the probability of exceeding the chosen limits is high
enough to make the approximation useless. For T = 1, the artificial
limit of two successive insertions of [4] means that channels with
high error rate will exceed this limit with high probability.

5 Algorithm complexity

5.1 Complexity of the MAP decoder

As a first step towards determining the overall complexity of the
decoder, consider first the calculation of the state transition metric
in (6). This is recursively computed using the forward pass of (7)
over a sequence of n bits, for each of Mn states m. Each recursion
consists of a summation over M1 prior states m′ as argued in
Section 4.4. The bit-level probability Q can be obtained by a
look-up table. Thus, the complexity for calculating a single state
transition metric is Θ(nMnM1).

The final output of the algorithm consists of q probabilities for
each of N symbols, calculated using (1). This equation sums over
all Mt prior states m′ and Mn states m, defining the domain for
access article published by the IET under the Creative Commons
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Fig. 2 Comparison of summation limits using the approximation of [4] and our exact computation
a Number of states within summation limits
b Probability of encountering a channel event outside the chosen summation limits over a single frame
σi(m′, m, D). It follows from (3) that the domain for γi(m′, m, D) is
the same. Now the computation of (3) is dominated by the evalu-
ation of γi(m′, m, D) in (6), whose complexity is Θ(nMnM1) as
shown. Considering the number of times the γ metric is computed,
the MAP decoder has an asymptotic complexity of
Q(NnqMtM

2
nM1).

5.2 Complexity of the Davey–MacKay decoder

It would initially appear that the MAP decoder complexity is sig-
nificantly higher than that of the Davey–MacKay decoder, given
as O(NnMtM1) in [4] for a direct implementation (using our nota-
tion). However, the expression of the Davey–MacKay decoder
seems to consider only the complexity of the initial forward and
backward passes, ignoring the additional small forward passes
needed to compute the final decoder output.

The final output of the Davey–MacKay algorithm also consists of
q probabilities for each of N symbols. Each of these is computed
using [4, (4)], which sums over all possible prior and posterior
states. In a direct implementation, all possible prior states need to
be considered; using our notation the number of states is Mt.
Although not stated in [4], the number of posterior states that
need to be considered is Mn, as argued for the MAP decoder. The
computation within the summation of [4, (4)] is dominated by the
conditional probability, which is computed using a separate
forward pass. This forward pass is effectively identical to (7)
whose complexity is Θ(nMnM1). Considering the number of times
the forward pass is computed, it follows that the Davey–MacKay
decoder has an overall asymptotic complexity of Q(NnqMtM

2
nM1).

5.3 Comments on algorithm complexity

Comparing the complexity expressions for the MAP decoder for
TVB codes and the Davey–MacKay decoder for sparse codes
with a distributed marker sequence, it follows that the asymptotic
complexity for both decoders is the same. This is consistent with
experimental running times for both decoders in [13].

In the complexity expression, note that N, n and q depend only on
the code parameters while Mt, Mn and M1 also depend on the
channel conditions. For M1, it was argued in [4, Section VII.A]
that it is sufficient to consider a maximum of two successive inser-
tions, at a minimal cost to decoding performance. This is equivalent
to setting m+

1 = 2, so thatM1 = 4; these limits were also used in [13,
14]. However, this artificially low limit is insufficient for more
This is an open access article published by the IET under the Creative
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advanced code constructions, as shown in [15]. It was also
argued in [4] that useful speedups can be obtained by only follow-
ing paths through the trellis that pass through nodes with probabil-
ities above a certain threshold. However, the choice of this threshold
was not analysed. It is also likely that this choice would depend on
the properties of the inner code being used.
6 Speeding things up

6.1 Batch computation of receiver metric

In a naïve implementation, each γ computation (6) requires the com-
putation of the receiver metric as a separate forward pass using (7).
However it can be observed that for a given starting state m′ and
symbol D, the γ metric will be computed for each end state m
within the limits considered (see (1), (3)–(5), where the γ computa-
tions are used). In turn, this means that for a given x, the receiver
metric will need to be determined for all subsequences ẏ within
the drift limit considered. It is therefore sufficient to compute the
forward pass (7) once, with the longest subsequence ẏ required.
In doing so, the values of the receiver metric for shorter subse-
quences are obtained for free. We call this approach ‘batch’ compu-
tation. This effectively reduces the complexity of computing the
collection of γmetrics by a factor ofMn. The asymptotic complexity
of the MAP decoder is therefore reduced to Θ(NnqMtMnM1).
6.2 Lattice implementation of receiver metric

To compute the receiver metric, an alternative to the trellis of (7) is
to define a recursion over a lattice as in [17]. For the computation of
R(ẏ|x), the required lattice has n + 1 rows and ṁ+ 1 columns. Each
horizontal path represents an insertion with probability Pi/2, each
vertical path is a deletion with probability Pd, whereas each diag-
onal path is a transmission with probability PtPs if the correspond-
ing elements from x and ẏ are different or Pt

�Ps if they are the same.
Let Fi, j represent the lattice node in row i, column j. Then the lattice
computation in the general case is defined by the recursion

Fi, j =
1

2
PiFi, j−1 + PdFi−1, j + Q̇(ẏj|xi)Fi−1, j−1 (19)

which is valid for i < n and where Q̇(y|x) can be directly computed
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Table 2 Complexity expressions for the MAP decoder for various
computation modes of the receiver metric

Algorithm Complexity

A original Q(NnqMtM
2
nM1)

B batch computation Θ(NnqMtMnM1)
C lattice receiver Q(NnqMt[n+ m+

n ])
D corridor constraint Q NqMt nMn − (m−

n )
2 − m−

n

[ ]
/2

[ ]( )

Fig. 3 MAP decoder complexity (in number of arithmetic operations) under
a range of channel conditions, for various computation modes of the re-
ceiver metric
from y, x and the channel parameters

Q̇(y|x) = PtPs, if y = x
Pt
�Ps, if y = x

{
(20)

Initial conditions are given by

Fi, j = 1, if i = 0, j = 0
0, if i , 0 or j , 0

{
(21)

The last row is computed differently as the channel model does not
allow the last event to be an insertion. In this case, when i = n, the
lattice computation is defined by

Fn, j = PdFn−1, j + Q̇(ẏj|xn)Fn−1, j−1 (22)

Finally, the required receiver metric is obtained from this computa-
tion as R(ẏ|x) = Fn, ṁ. The calculation of a single run through the
lattice requires a number of computations proportional to the
number of nodes in the lattice. Now for the transmitted sequence
of n bits considered, the number of rows will always be n while
the number of columns is at most n+ m+

n . The complexity of a
direct implementation of this algorithm is therefore Q n[n+ m+

n ]
( )

.
It has been argued in Section 6.1 that for a given x, the receiver

metric R(ẏ|x) needs to be determined for all subsequences ẏ within
the drift limit considered. Observe that the same argument applies
equally when the receiver metric is computed using the lattice im-
plementation (19). Therefore, when the lattice implementation is
used in batch mode, the MAP decoder has an asymptotic complex-
ity of Q(NnqMt[n+ m+

n ]).

6.3 Optimising the lattice implementation

In the lattice implementation of the receiver metric, it can be readily
seen that the horizontal distance of a lattice node from the main di-
agonal is equivalent to the channel drift for the corresponding trans-
mitted bit. It should therefore be clear that the likelihood of a path
passing through a lattice node decreases as the distance to the main
diagonal increases.
We can take advantage of the above observation by limiting the

lattice computation to paths within a fixed corridor around the main
diagonal. Specifically, the arguments of Section 4 can be applied
directly, resulting in a corridor of widthMn, in general, for the trans-
mitted sequence of n bits considered. Exceptions to this width occur
in the first few rows with index i , −m−

n and the last few rows with
index i . ṁ− m+

n , where part of the corridor falls outside the
lattice rectangle. The number of nodes within this corridor is
given by

k = nMn − kUL − kLR (23)

where kUL = D(− m−
n )− D(− m−

n − n) (24)

kLR = D(n+ m+
n − ṁ)− D(m+

n − ṁ) (25)

and D(k) =
k2 + k

2
, if k . 0

0, otherwise

⎧⎨
⎩ (26)

The complexity of the corridor-limited lattice algorithm is therefore
Θ(nMn− κUL− κLR).
Some simplification of this expression is possible when the

corridor-limited lattice algorithm is used in the MAP decoder
with batch computation for the channel considered. When batch
computation is used, ṁ = n+ m+

n by definition, so that κLR = 0.
Furthermore, for the BSID channel, −n ≤ m−

n ≤ 0, so that
kUL = (m−

n )
2 − m−

n

[ ]
/2. Under these conditions, the MAP
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decoder has an asymptotic complexity of
Q NqMt nMn − (m−

n )
2 − m−

n

[ ]
/2

[ ]( )
.

6.4 Comparing complexity

A summary of the complexity expressions for the MAP decoder for
various computation modes of the receiver metric is given in
Table 2. Comparing the expressions in rows A and B of Table 2,
we can immediately see that the batch computation of the receiver
metric reduces complexity by a factor equal to Mn. Unfortunately,
the remaining complexity expressions contain terms that depend
on the code parameters and channel conditions in a rather opaque
way, making it harder to understand the benefits of these improve-
ments. In the first instance, we can simplify the expressions further
to facilitate comparison. Consider the expression in row C of
Table 2, when the lattice implementation is used. It can be shown
that n+ m+

n � Mn − 1 as channel conditions get worse; we can
therefore simplify the complexity expression to O(NnqMtMn).
Comparing this to the expression in row B of Table 2, we can see
that the use of the lattice implementation reduces complexity by a
factor of at least M1. Finally, consider the expression in row D of
Table 2, when the corridor constraint is applied to the lattice algo-
rithm. Since m−

n ≤ 0, the (m−
n )

2 − m−
n

[ ]
/2 term is strictly positive.

The reduction in complexity offered by the corridor constraint is
therefore equal to 2nMn/ 2nMn − (m−

n )
2 + m−

n

( )
and becomes sig-

nificant as channel conditions improve. As channel conditions get
worse, m−

n � −n, so that the expression is dominated by the
nMn term. Under these conditions, the complexity of the corridor-
constrained lattice implementation becomes approximately equal
to that of the unconstrained lattice implementation.

We can also illustrate the effect of the proposed speedups by con-
sidering a rate-1/2 TVB code with typical block and codeword sizes
N = 500, n = 10 and q = 32. We compute the MAP decoder
access article published by the IET under the Creative Commons
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complexity for this code under a range of channel conditions, using
the original algorithm of Section 2.3 and the improvements
described above. We plot these in Fig. 3 using the same summation
limits as in Section 4.5. Note that for a fairer comparison between
the lattice and trellis modes, we include a constant factor of three
in the lattice computation. This follows the observation that each
lattice node computation (19) requires three multiplications while
each trellis computation (7) requires only one. A few general obser-
vations can be made on this graph: (a) The batch computation of the
receiver metric results in a considerable reduction of complexity
throughout, but is even more significant under poor channel condi-
tions. (b) The lattice implementation is considerably less complex
than the trellis implementation at high channel error rates. (c) The
lattice corridor constraint extends this improvement to the low
channel error rate range. In conclusion, the proposed speedups
result in a considerable reduction in complexity of almost two
orders of magnitude for typical code sizes and channel conditions.
We have observed a similar trend under a range of typical code
sizes, so this result can be taken as representative.

7 Stream decoding

We have so far considered the case where frame boundaries are
known exactly. Although there are practical cases involving single-
frame transmission where this is true, exact frame boundaries are
often unknown. The MAP decoder can handle such cases by chan-
ging the initial conditions for (4) and (5) and choosing appropriate
state space limits. This obviates the need for explicit frame-
synchronisation markers as used in conventional communication
systems, and can therefore reduce this overhead. The approach pre-
sented here is in principle similar to that used in [4] for ‘sliding
window’ decoding. However, there are some critical differences
which we explore further in Section 7.3.

7.1 Choosing end-of-frame priors

Consider first the common case where a sequence of frames is trans-
mitted in a stream. The usual practice in communication systems is
for the receiver to decode one frame at a time, starting the decoding
process as soon as all the data related to the current frame are
obtained from the channel. In this case, the current received
frame is considered to be Y t+m+

t
m−
t

, which may include some bits
from the end of the previous frame and start of the next frame.
The end-state boundary condition for (5) can be obtained by con-
volving the expected end-of-frame drift probability distribution
with the start-state distribution

bN (m) =
∑
m′

a0(m
′)Ft(m− m′) (27)

Note that, in general, this distribution βN(m) has a wider spread than
Φt(m).

As discussed in Sections 4.3 and 4.4, the choice of state space
limits depends on the expected distribution of drift. For limits in-
volving the whole frame, the distribution used is Φt(m), which
assumes that the initial drift is zero. The assumption does not
hold under stream decoding conditions, where the initial drift is
not known a priori, although its distribution can be estimated.
The uncertainty in locating the start-of-frame position increases
the uncertainty in locating the end-of-frame position, resulting in
a wider prior distribution for the end-state boundary condition
βN(m). Therefore any limits on state space determined using
Φt(m) will be underestimated. The severity of this error depends
on the difference between βN(m) and Φt(m), which increases as
channel conditions get worse. For stream decoding, therefore, it is
sensible to recompute the state space limitMt at the onset of decod-
ing a given frame, using βN(m) in lieu of Φt(m). Doing so avoids
underestimating the required state space, and implies that for
This is an open access article published by the IET under the Creative
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stream decoding, the state space size will change depending on
how well-determined the frame boundaries are.

After decoding the current frame, we obtain the posterior prob-
ability distribution for the drift at end-of-frame, given by

Pr St = m|Y t+m+
t

m−
t

{ }
= lN (m)/ Pr Y t+m+

t
m−
t

{ }
= lN (m)∑

m′ lN (m
′)

(28)

The most likely drift at end-of-frame can be found by

Ŝt = argmax
m

lN (m)∑
m′ lN (m

′)
= argmax

m
lN (m) (29)

As in [4], we determine the nominal start position of the next frame
by shifting the received stream by t+ Ŝt positions. The initial con-
dition for the forward metric for the next frame, â0(m), is set to

â0(m) =
lN (m+ Ŝt)∑

m′ lN (m
′)

(30)

replacing the initial condition for (4) reflecting a known frame
boundary.

7.2 Stream look-ahead

Taking advantage of the different constituent encodings in TVB
codes, the MAP decoder can make use of information from the fol-
lowing frame to improve the determination of the end-of-frame pos-
ition. We augment the current block of N symbols with the first ν
symbols from the following block (or blocks, when ν >N ), for an
augmented block size N′ = N + ν. The MAP decoder is applied to
the corresponding augmented frame. After decoding, only the pos-
teriors for the initial N symbols are kept; the start of the next frame
is determined from the drift posteriors at the end of the first N
symbols, and the process is repeated.

Consider the latency of the MAP decoder to be the time from
when the first bit of a frame enters the channel to when the
decoded frame is available. The cost of look-ahead is an increase
in decoding complexity and latency corresponding to the change
in block size from N to N′. The effect on complexity is seen by
using terms corresponding to the augmented block size in the
expressions of Table 2. The latency is equal to the time it takes to
receive the complete frame and decode it. Look-ahead increases
the time to receive the augmented frame linearly with ν and the de-
coding time according to the increase in complexity.

The required look-ahead ν depends on the channel conditions
and the code construction. In general, a larger value is required as
the channel error rate increases. We show how an appropriate
value for ν can be chosen for a given code under specific channel
conditions in Section 8.1. Typical values for ν are small (ν < 10)
for good to moderate channels (Pi, Pd < 10−2). The required
look-ahead increases significantly for poor channels: the example
in Section 8.1 requires ν = 1000 at Pi = Pd = 2 × 10−1.

7.3 Comparison with Davey–MacKay decoder

A key feature of the Davey–MacKay construction is the presence of
a known distributed marker sequence that is independent of the
encoded message. This allows the decoder, in principle, to
compute the forward and backward passes over the complete
stream. However, to reduce decoding delay, the decoder of [4] per-
forms frame-by-frame decoding using a ‘sliding window’ mechan-
ism. The ‘sliding window’ mechanism seems intended to
approximate the computation of the forward and backward passes
over all received data at once. This approach is similar in principle
to ours when stream look-ahead is used; however, there are some
critical differences which we discuss below.
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Table 3 Construction parameters of codes used in simulations

Labela Inner code Marker Outer code Comment

P1 (5, 16) sparse random, distributed LDPC (999, 888) F16 published in [4, Fig. 8, Code D]
N1a (5, 16) sparse random, distributed LDPC (999, 888) F16 identical construction to P1, symbol-level MAP decoder
N1b (10, 256, 3) TVB none LDPC (499, 444) F256 same overall rate and block size as P1

P2 (6, 8) sparse random, distributed LDPC (1000, 100) F8 published in [4, Fig. 8, Code I]
N2a (6, 8) sparse random, distributed LDPC (1000, 100) F8 identical construction to P2, symbol-level MAP decoder
N2b (6, 8, 12) TVB none LDPC (1000, 100) F8 same overall rate, block size and outer code as P2

P3 9 bits, uncoded 001/110, appended LDPC (3001, 2000) F2 published in [5, Fig. 7, Code D]
N3 9 bits, uncoded 001/110, appended LDPC (2997, 1998) F2

a identical inner code to P3, marginally smaller outer code

P4 not applicable not applicable rate-3/14 turbo code F2 published in [11, Fig. 4, Code T2]
N4 (7, 8, 8) TVB none LDPC (666, 333) F8 same overall rate as P4

P5 not applicable not applicable rate-1/10 turbo code F2 published in [11, Fig. 4, Code T4]
N5 (7, 4, 32) TVB none LDPC (855, 300) F4 same overall rate as P5

aLabels starting with P indicate previously published results, whereas labels starting with N indicate new simulation results.
bObtained by truncating the LDPC (3001, 2000) F2 of P3. This truncation is necessary so that the outer-encoded sequence can be expressed by an integral
number of inner codewords.
In [4], the starting index for a given frame is taken to be the most
likely end position of the previous frame, as determined by the
Markov model posteriors. This is the same as the approach we
use in Section 7.1. However, in [4], the initial conditions of
the forward pass are simply copied from the final values of the
forward pass for the previous frame. This is consistent with the
view that the ‘sliding window’ mechanism approximates the com-
putation over all received data at once, but contrasts with our
method. In Section 7.1, the initial conditions of the forward pass
are determined from the posterior probabilities of the drift at the
end of the previous frame. These drift posteriors include informa-
tion from the look-ahead region and from the priors at the end of
the augmented frame, which were determined analytically from
the channel parameters.
Observe that in the ‘sliding window’mechanism of [4], the back-

ward pass values cannot be computed exactly as for the complete
stream. Instead, the decoder of [4] computes the forward pass for
some distance beyond the expected end of frame position, and initi-
alises the backward pass from that point. The suggested distance by
which to exceed the expected end of frame position is ‘several (e.g.
five) multiples of xmax’, where xmax is the largest drift considered.
The concept is the same as the stream look-ahead of Section 7.2.
However, we recommend choosing the look-ahead quantity ν
based on empirical evidence (see Section 8.1).
It is claimed in [4] that the backward pass is initialised from the

final forward pass values; the reasoning behind this is unclear, and
does not seem to have a theoretical justification. We initialise the
backward pass with the prior probabilities for the drift at the
end-of-frame, as explained in Section 7.1.

7.4 Initial synchronisation

The only remaining problem is to determine start-of-frame syn-
chronisation at the onset of decoding a stream. This can be obtained
by choosing state space limits Mt large enough to encompass the
initial desynchronisation and by setting equiprobable initial condi-
tions: α0(m) = βN(m) = 1/Mt ∀m. Previous experimental results [4]
have assumed a known start for the first frame, with the decoder re-
sponsible for maintaining synchronisation from that point onwards.
We adopt the same strategy in the following.

8 Results

Practical results are given in this section. We show how an appro-
priate choice of decoder parameters allows stream decoding to
perform as well as when frame boundaries are known. Results
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are also given for existing constructions which can be expressed
as TVB codes, showing how the symbol-level MAP decoder
improves on the original decoder (in the case of [4]) or is equivalent
(in the case of [5]). We also demonstrate some improved construc-
tions allowed by the flexibility of TVB codes. These are achieved
by using simulated annealing to find TVB codes of a required
order with a good Levenshtein distance spectrum. Specifically,
we seek to find constituent codes with the highest possible
minimum Levenshtein distance and the lowest multiplicity at
small distances. For all codes so designed, M <N; we construct
our TVB codes using a random sampling with replacement of the
unique constituent codes, and use this as our inner code.
Construction parameters for all codes used in this section are
given in Table 3. To facilitate reproduction of these results, the
TVB codebooks used are available for download from the
first author’s web site [http://jabriffa.wordpress.com/publications/
data-sets/].

8.1 Stream decoding with MAP decoder

The results of [13] assumed known frame boundaries; under these
conditions, the decoder is arguably at an advantage when compar-
ing with the results of [4, 5]. It is also not clear whether the MAP
decoder can keep track of frame boundaries with the non-sparse
constructions of [13, 15] and the TVB codes introduced here, espe-
cially in the absence of a known marker sequence. In the following,
we investigate the performance of the MAP decoder under stream
decoding conditions, and consider the choice of look-ahead
required. As in [4], we assume that the start of the first frame is
known, while the decoder is responsible for keeping synchronisa-
tion from that point onwards. We use the limits specified in
Section 4.

We start by investigating the effect of stream decoding on the
ability of the MAP decoder to track codeword boundaries. We con-
sider a (6, 8, 12) TVB code, which is the inner code for the conca-
tenated system N2b of Table 3. We simulate this inner code with a
block size N = 2000 under the channel conditions at the onset of
convergence for the concatenated system, that is at Pi = Pd = 0.22,
assuming only the start position of the first frame is known. At
each codeword boundary, we plot the fraction of correctly deter-
mined drifts (fidelity) in Fig. 4. As expected, the fidelity drops at
the end of the frame, where the actual drift is unknown to the
decoder. However, it can be observed that the fidelity reaches a
steady high value within about 1000 codewords from the end
of frame. It could therefore be supposed that a look-ahead of
ν = 1000 would be sufficient for this code under these channel
access article published by the IET under the Creative Commons
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Fig. 4 Fraction of correctly resynchronised codeword boundaries (fidelity)
as a function of codeword index, for code N2b of Table 3
conditions. The dip at the start of the frame is caused by the uncer-
tainty in the frame start position, because of the very low fidelity at
the end of the previous frame.

To test this hypothesis, we concatenate this inner code with the
(1000, 100) LDPC code over F8 of [4, Code I]. We simulate this
system under the following conditions: (i) known frame start and
end (frame decoding); (ii) known start for the first frame,
unknown frame ends (stream decoding), no look-ahead; and (iii)
stream decoding with look-ahead ν = 1000 codewords. Results
are shown in Fig. 5. We give results after the first and fifth itera-
tions. As anticipated, performance under stream decoding condi-
tions is poorer than frame decoding if there is no look-ahead.
However, an appropriate look-ahead quantity allows the decoder
to perform as well under stream decoding as under frame
decoding.

It is important to highlight that this result is dependent on the
inner code structure, and that therefore the generalisation to other
constructions is not obvious. However, we have repeated the
same test with other constructions, including those of [4, 5, 13–
15] and the new constructions in this paper, and under different
channel conditions. In all cases we have found that the result is
Fig. 5 Demonstration of the effect of look-ahead on the MAP decoder’s per-
formance under stream decoding conditions and comparison with frame
decoding
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repeatable, in that it is possible to approach the performance of
frame decoding with stream decoding, as long as an appropriate
look-ahead quantity is chosen. The only cost of stream decoding
is therefore the need for a fidelity analysis to determine a suitable
look-ahead value and the increased decoding latency and complex-
ity caused by the augmented block size. Since the code performance
is undiminished, to simplify our analysis from this point onwards
we assume known frame start and end positions.

8.2 Comparison with prior art

We have already shown in [13] that the (symbol-level) MAP
decoder allows us to obtain better performance from the codes of
[4]. Further improvement can be obtained with iterative decoding,
as we show here. Additionally, the flexibility of TVB codes
allows us to obtain codes that perform better at the same size
and/or rate. In the following, we simulate channel conditions Pi =
Pd; Ps = 0 in order to compare with published results.

For low channel error rates, consider [4, Code D], listed as P1 in
Table 3. We compare the previously published result with a MAP
decoding of the same code (N1a) in Fig. 6. As shown in [13], the
MAP decoder improves the performance of this code even after the
first iteration; additional iterations improve the result further. At the
same overall code rate and block size, we can improve the per-
formance further by designing an inner TVB code with a better
Levenshtein distance spectrum (N1b). We repeat the process at
higher channel error rates for [4, Code I], listed as P2 in
Table 3. Again, compared with the published result, a MAP decod-
ing of the same code (N2a) improves performance even after the
first iteration, also in Fig. 6. Additional iterations improve the
result, but the difference in this case is less pronounced.
Replacing the inner code with one of the same size, but a better
Levenshtein distance spectrum (N2b) improves performance
further.

As we have already discussed in Section 2.1, the marker codes
given by Ratzer [5] can also be cast as TVB codes. In [5], binary
outer LDPC codes were used. To use a binary outer code with
our MAP decoder, the bitwise APPs can be obtained from the
q-ary symbol APPs by marginalising over the other bits [21,
p. 326]; these are then passed to the decoder for the binary outer
code. In this case, for a binary outer code we expect the perform-
ance of the concatenated code to be identical, whether the inner
code is decoded with the bit-level (MAP) decoder of [5] or with
our symbol-level decoder. We show this in Fig. 7 for [5, Code
Fig. 6 Comparison with Davey–MacKay: improving the performance of [4,
Code D] (left) and [4, Code I] (right) using our MAP decoder, iterative de-
coding and an inner code with better Levenshtein distance spectrum
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Fig. 7 Comparison with Ratzer and with Mansour and Tewfik: demonstrat-
ing the equivalence of our MAP decoder on [5, Code D], with and without
iterative decoding and improving performance on [11, Codes T2, T4] at the
same overall code rate, using inner codes with improved Levenshtein dis-
tance in concatenation with LDPC outer codes
D], listed as P3 in Table 3, in comparison with an almost-identical
code (N3) using our MAP decoder. It is important to highlight that
decoding marker codes as TVB codes provides no material advan-
tage; in fact, a cost is paid in complexity for doing so. We do not
propose or expect that marker codes will be decoded as TVB
codes. However, there is value in showing that marker codes can
be decoded as TVB codes with no loss in performance.
Specifically, this allows us to compare the structure of marker
codes with other constructions, within the same context.
Finally, in Fig. 7 we compare with the more recent turbo codes

of [11, Codes T2, T4], respectively listed as P4 and P5 in Table 3,
with concatenated systems of the same overall rate, using a TVB
inner code and an LDPC outer code. It can be seen that our con-
catenated systems outperform the codes of [11], significantly at
lower channel error rates and somewhat less so at higher channel
error rates.
9 Conclusions

In this paper we have considered TVB codes, which generalise a
number of previous codes for synchronisation errors. We discussed
the applicable design criteria for TVB codes, expressing some pre-
viously published codes as TVB codes and showing that the greater
flexibility of TVB codes allows improved constructions. For
example, our (7, 8, 4) TVB code achieves a symbol error rate of
10−4 at a Pi, Pd that is almost two orders of magnitude higher
than a marker or distributed marker code of the same size, and
slightly better than our earlier SEC codes.
We also considered a number of important issues related to a

practical implementation of the corresponding MAP decoder.
Specifically, we have given an expression for the expected distribu-
tion of drift between transmitter and receiver due to synchronisation
errors, with consideration for practical concerns when evaluating
this expression. We have shown how to determine an appropriate
choice for state space limits based on the drift probability distribu-
tion. The decoder complexity under given channel conditions is
then expressed as a function of the state space limits used. For a
given state space, we have also given a number of optimisations
that reduce the algorithm complexity with no further loss of
decoder performance. The proposed speedups, which are independ-
ent of the TVB code construction, result in a considerable reduction
in complexity of almost two orders of magnitude for typical code
J Eng 2014
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sizes and channel conditions. For code constructions with appropri-
ate mathematical structure, we expect to be able to replace the re-
ceiver metric, which considers each possible transmitted
codeword, with a faster soft-output algorithm. Next, we have con-
sidered the practical problem of stream decoding, where there is
no prior knowledge of the received frame boundary positions. In
doing so, we have also shown how an appropriate choice of
decoder parameters allows stream decoding to approach the per-
formance when frame boundaries are known, at the expense of
some increase in complexity.

Finally, practical comparisons of TVB codes with earlier con-
structions were given, showing that TVB code designs can in fact
achieve improved performance. Even compared with the
state-of-the-art codes of [11], the TVB codes presented here
achieve a frame error rate of 10−3 at 24% higher Pi, Pd for a
rate-1/10 code and at 84% higher Pi, Pd for a rate-3/14 code. We
expect further improvements to the codes shown here to be pos-
sible, particularly by co-designing optimised outer codes.
However, a detailed treatment of the design process is beyond the
scope of this paper, and will be the subject of further work.
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